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Mentor Invitational  Saturday, September 2, 2017    Garfield Park, Mentor              
 

Girls                    Place 12 (20)      
 

NAME   PLACE  TIME  VARSITY POINTS 
 Anna Sorine       23  20:10 PR               8(21) 

Hailey Vitolo       41  20:39                 7(19) 

Juilia DiBease       73  22:10   6(12) 

Alicia Rodriguez       80  22:35   5 

Anna Iacofano       87  22:51 PR  4(9) 

Alex Gessic       88  22:52   3(5)  

Elena Ciolli       93  23:07 PR  2(6) 

Ava Strahan     113  23:38   0(3) 

Julia Bystrom     143  26:26 PR  0 

Open ----------                        
Robyn McLain     130  27:33   0 

Meaghan Miadzielec    155  30:11   0 

Paige Stephenson     156  30:13   0 

Audrey Johnston     167  31:29   0 

Anna Cornwell     178  35:06 PR  0 

  

Boys                    Place 12 (22)      
Tyler Johnson 50 17:38   8(21) 

Tyler Morgan       62    17:54 PR               7(19) 

Patrick Hurley       69    18:04   6(12) 

Tommy Musilek  83 18:33 PR  5 

Alex Garrido       99    18:55 PR  4(8) 

Hunter Sprankle                    100 18:55 PR  3 

Kyle Morgan     101    18:55 PR  2(7) 

Tory Landgraf     136    19:27   0(2) 

Caleb Mehls     163    20:24   0(3) 

Open ----------                       
Justin Korth                             90 19:35 PR   1 

Dillon Hull   99 19:45 PR   1 

Jacob Roberts 125 20:12 PR  1 

Joe Wills 158 20:48 PR  0 

Connor Hull 196 21:24 PR   0 

Joey Romeo 198 21:25   0 

Jason Culliton 255 22:41 PR   0 

Jimmy Thomas 271 23:19 PR   0 

Mason Vereshack-Price 272 23:19   0 

Gavin LaBoe 308 24:44 PR  0 

Cole Whelpley 337 30:02 PR   0 

 



Turn Back Time    Many adults often say that they wish they had the ability to turn back time. Well, it was 

great to see that many young adults (that would be you guys) were able to do just that at Mentor on Saturday. 

Several Harriers lowered their times, including a few season and lifetime PRs while showing great grit and  

determination. Many of the veterans on the team ran much faster on the same course than they did a season ago. 

Continue the work on Sunday through Friday, continue to do the little things, continue to compete with courage, and 

let’s see how much time we can continue to turn back together. Maybe we can turn the clock all the way back to 

2012 (if you need to ask why 2012, I believe a couple of your teammates could provide you with the answer). 

The New Math: E + R = O    It was great to hear several of you talking about the new formula for success 

that was discussed in our school assembly on Friday with our guest speaker Mr. Kight. I even caught myself being 

inspired by some of you to yell it as you went by during your races. It is very accurate to say that the outcome you 

desire in a given event is truly based on your response to the event. For races, the response begins on Sundays and 

ends with your performance during the race. Your preparation for the race is a critical component of the response 

(also known as the R factor) you have to knowing that your next race is the following Saturday, and includes not 

only the training leading up to the race, but what you do on race day before the race both mentally and physically. If 

your care and therefore prepare properly, than it will help to enable you to have the ultimate response: a personal 

best during the event (the race). Preparation, confidence, and determination are vital to allowing yourself to achieve 

the outcome that you seek each week. Let’s commit to making this our new formula for success. 

 
The QC     Be sure to recognize a teammate that does something great. For example, if s/he sets a new PR, let 

them know that you recognize that and that you are impressed and proud by their performance. If a teammate gives 

you a word of encouragement, let them know that you appreciate their support and friendship. The “Quick 

Compliment” can go a long way to enhancing someone’s self-esteem and your bonds as a team and as friends. The 

better we feel about ourselves, the better we will perform.  

 
Harrier of the Week     For week two, let’s recognize ELENA CIOLLI and TOMMY MUSILEK for the 

great weeks they’ve just completed. Ravioli had another solid week of practice that she turned into a personal best 

early in the season. Elena’s consistency and determination have led to an early-season lifetime PR, and have set her 

up for potentially greater things ahead. Timmy rebounded from a couple of average performances at the time trial 

and Berkshire to provide his team with a solid fourth runner at Mentor. Running with a purpose throughout the race, 

Tom rocketed by several athletes in the final 150 on his way to a personal best time. Congratulations to Elena and 

Tom. 

 

 

 

 
 

You’ve Got To Want It 

 


